Environmental Policy Statement
General Statement
Knockbawn Ltd is committed to minimising any adverse environmental consequences
resulting from its activities and to maximise the potential for sustainability within its business
outcomes.
Compliance with environmental legislation relevant to the activities of Knockbawn Ltd is a
minimum requirement and ways to improve this and increase sustainability within its
business operations are considered alongside economic factors when procuring goods,
services and materials.

Organisation’s Responsibilities
The ultimate responsibility for environmental and sustainability performance lies with the
Managing Director who will ensure that these factors are given equal priority with other
business objectives.
Updates on Environmental Legislation are given to the Managing Director from our Health
and Safety Advisor, Paramount Health and Safety.

Employees’ Responsibilities
All employees of Knockbawn Ltd have responsibilities with regards to environmental
matters. They are required to use and dispose of all materials in a manner which poses no
unavoidable danger to the environment.
The Company seeks to heighten awareness of environmental matters by asking all
employees to consider the environmental implications of their actions and where
appropriate, Knockbawn Ltd will provide the necessary training and information to facilitate
both awareness of the issues and best practice initiatives.
In our everyday activities we seek to minimise our environmental impact, reduce our energy
requirements and emissions through cost analysis e.g. economic use of vehicles for each
project whereby staff can travel together to site. We seek to recycle all waste so far as
reasonably practicable and only dispose of equipment when they are no longer fit for use.
Knockbawn Ltd retains safety data sheets for all materials and substances relevant to the
business activities; these are used and responsibly disposed of in accordance with
manufacturer’s guidance.
Should any complaints of an environmental nature be made, these will be dealt with by the
Managing Director in consultation with the Health and Safety Advisor if necessary.

Signed on behalf of Knockbawn Ltd

John Casey
Managing Director responsible for Health and Safety
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